
SUMMARY OF THE MEETING OF THE 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WATER INFORMATION’S (ACWI) 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HYDROLOGY (SOH) 
12:30 pm – 3:30 pm, Eastern Standard Time 

July 19, 2018 

1. Welcome and roll call 

Chair Siamak Esfandiary welcomed everyone to the SOH meeting.   

A roll call is included as Attachment 1.   Thirteen SOH members were present at the start of the call.  An 
additional member joined later.  In total, there were fourteen members, which met the quorum (two-
thirds of the 21 members.)  Dewberry was also welcomed as a member during the meeting, so the final 
total was fifteen out of 22 members present. 

Members that were not represented during the meeting include FERC, GEC, USDA – NRCS, USDA – USFS, 
BLM, OSMRE, and TVA. 

2. Approval of the April 19, 2018 meeting summary 

Martin Becker motioned to accept the draft minutes as circulated via email on July 18, with the one 
change noted by Will Thomas to add TVA to the roster of agencies on Attachment 1.  Will seconded the 
motion. 

The agenda is included as Attachment 2. 

3. Status of action items from the April 19, 2018 meeting 

Laura Chap provided the summary of the action items from the last meeting. 

Dewberry SOH membership email vote 
The vote was taken by email and the results of the email vote are included as Attachment 3.   Fourteen 
members responded; there were eight “yes” votes and five “no” votes, and one comment without vote.  
It was later determined through discussions and review of the charter that this vote was unnecessary. 
 
Determining a process for other private members 
This item was on hold due to the updates to the ACWI charter.  This item was moved to new business. 
 
Low flow white paper draft comments 
Robert Mason circulated this, and it will be discussed under new business. 
 
Membership list clean up 
Laura and Ashley Roby are in the process of updating the list; please respond to any emails you receive 
regarding this to speed up the process. 
 

4. New Business 

ACWI Charter Update 



Adrienne Bartlewitz provided the update.  She is the USGS chief of staff to Don Cline.  She was the ACWI 
executive secretary, now Candice Hopkins has taken on that role. 

The ACWI charter was signed by Secretary Zinke on June 29.  It can’t be put on the website until it is 
signed off and published in the Federal Register.  Then it will be posted.  Candice will send out an email 
when it is on the website.  There are no fundamental changes to the charter.   

As concerns ACWI membership, this is on hold.  All membership has expired, so ACWI is in a holding 
pattern.  A new call for membership will be done through the Federal Register.   

At a very high level, directors at the political level in federal agencies are considering what they would 
like ACWI to examine.  It is at a very high level now. 

Martin asked if developing the letter to Congress has been reviewed by GSA.  The charter will expire 
June 29, 2020 and the review process at DOI and USGS takes some time.  Siamak asked if there were any 
changes that would impact the SOH.  Adrienne said that the charter does not mention subcommittees.  
There are some differences, such as different names of offices, and those were updated.  There were no 
updates that fundamentally changed the previous charter.   

Low flow proposal 

Robert discussed progress on the low flow work group proposal since April.  A webinar was held on May 
21.  Several SOH members and others attended. 

He recently circulated a formal proposal, which was developed by Julie Kiang using the draft format 
proposed by Siamak.  The proposal is straightforward.   

Martin said that he had expressed concern yesterday.  Martin was very impressed by Rich Vogel and his 
presentation.  In setting this committee up, we are driving towards a policy or a guidance.  In effect, we 
have selected one person/one group to develop a procedure.  What may be more productive would be a 
short-term advertisement, and have people send us an executive summary so we would have 2-3 groups 
to pick from.  There may be several people working on this simultaneously, and we may see different 
points of view across the country.  We should give other people a chance to be heard.   

Julie Kiang said she will go through some parts of the proposal.  It is not just Rich Vogel who will be 
presenting ideas.  They solicited, and will keep soliciting, more members.  The process that they are 
setting up brings in what Martin is talking about.  The names of several people have been put forward.  
The group will continue to make known that they are open to participation.  This will be done in phases.  
The first phase is the literature review, which will not take any particular point of view.   

The people who are doing the literature review will be Rich Vogel, Julie Kiang, others from USGS, Will 
Thomas, Chuck Kroll, Jonathan Lamontagne, Ben Pratt, Jason Giovannettone and possibly John England.  
They are talking to EPA and reaching out to other groups as well.   

Martin said it feels like only federal agencies are involved.  There should be more people interested in 
this than federal agencies.  We should send notices to people beyond this, such as ASCE or other 
organizations.  When the literature review is complete, then it can be determined how to narrow it 
down.   

Will said that it would be lot of work to solicit proposals from another group.   



Siamak said that the literature review will involve speaking to other groups and asked if there were any 
other objections.    The proposal has a formulation of problem, clear solution, clear products and a 
duration.  Siamak understands what Martin is saying, but this can be mitigated by outreach.   

Doug Hulstrand asked if the documents will be posted for public comment. 

Siamak noted that there is a quality control section.  If SOH members think the product needs to go 
through public review, it can be added. 

Doug said that when the product is developed, posting it for public comment is an efficient way to get a 
broad reach.   

Julie said she will add a statement that in conducting the literature review the group will reach out to 
other organizations for other phases of the work.  In the quality control portion, she will add that the 
group will consult with the SOH about a public review. 

Tom Nicholson said that the Susquehanna River Basin Commission will be represented by Ben Pratt, but 
the group should make sure other river basin commissions are notified.   

Martin said that a distinction should be made between river basin commissions and river keepers. 

Ben said that he is the National Hydrologic Warning Council (NHWC) representative on the SOH, but he 
works for the Susquehanna River Basin Commission.    

Siamak said that a quorum of members was reached at this point and asked if there were any objections 
to setting up a low flow work group.  Hearing none, the work group was established. 

Victor Hom said that the group needs to see the revisions before moving forward.  The title needs to be 
Low Flow Analysis Literature Review.    The group needs to stay true to the terms of reference.  He liked 
the time frame. 

Siamak said that the SOH needs to sunset some of the work groups, but that will be a later discussion.   

Victor said representatives from the west are needed, as they have different challenges.  
Representatives from the Bureau of Reclamation should be involved. 

Siamak proposed that the low flow group will make minor edits and send it out for final review.  Once 
members approve, the low flow work group charter will be posted on the SOH website. 

Private membership 

Martin said that we need to discuss quickly the issue of private members and contractors.  This goes 
back to beginning, all the way back to the GSA.  Throughout the whole process of these committees, 
there is a drive towards openness.  Other work groups have no type of exclusion language.  He has not 
seen any regulations that prevent private membership.   

Candice noted that the SOH charter does state that private organizations can be involved.   

Joe Kanney said that the process for voting is not in the terms of reference.  This is not something that 
should not even be put to a vote. 

Candice said that there is no cap on the number of members.   



Martin says he can’t find a restriction in NRC regulations. 

Joe said that the ACWI charter specifically calls out private members.   

Siamak asked if is there a size limit on an organization considered for membership?  Martin said that it 
has been allowed to happen.  Siamak said Martin was included because of his experience.  

5. Feature presentation 

Seth Lawler and Mat Mampara of Dewberry presented “City of Houston:  Unmet Needs.” 

After Hurricane Harvey, the City of Houston collected information on the resulting damage.  They 
worked on the project with a data analytics firm; analytic models for total damage and unmet needs 
were created.  The project had a five-week schedule to develop and map a hindcast of Hurricane Harvey 
for Houston.  The purpose was to find unmet needs, unreported damage and losses.  HAZUS was used 
for loss estimation.   

For precipitation totals, NEXRAD Stage IV data was used.  The data was scaled that down to 1 km by 1 
km resolution and used to force the hydrologic model.  40 HMS models were received from Harris 
County.  HEC-RAS 2D routed the flows and mapped the floodplain, so only the excess precipitation was 
required from HMS. The models were adapted to receive gridded inputs and the excess precipitation 
was applied to the 2D model.     

The entire city would be 1.75 million cells at 250 by 250-foot cell size, so the modeling area had to be 
divided.  The modeling sections were generally defined by basin boundaries.  They were also adjusted to 
match well with uniform precipitation areas.  The models were run in cascading run groups.   

USGS gages were used as validation points.  The study also used non-traditional sources to validate the 
model.   One example is a time-lapse YouTube video that shows a flooded area over time.  There were 
also some drone videos available which provided observations of what was flooded at particular times.   

The objective was to help the city.  It required an understanding of the built environment.  One 
challenge was to translate the data coming from the assessor to the parcels data.  These are key inputs 
for assessment of damage to the built environment.  There are many sources of error in damage 
determination and workarounds had to be developed.  Communication was very important.   The 
resulting report serves to help with decision making and assist with rebuilding efforts city wide. 

Brian Beucler asked if the study looked at the road networks; was there a qualitative sense of how much 
damage was done to the roads.   Mat answered that they did not specifically look at this, although the 
study could be used to look at the duration of inundation and velocity, and then determine areas that 
were at risk of damage. 

Brian asked if the stormwater reservoirs upstream were not sized to handle this.  Mat answered that the 
main reservoirs performed as well as could be expected.   

Robert said that the USGS published flood inundation maps.  Did the study review these maps? Mat 
answered that the study did not overlap the mapped area. 

Ben noted that earlier this week, he saw a real-time mapping presentation from Nashville using RTS; was 
that used here?    Mat said they did not consider using it since the effort was to match the previous 



event.  DOGAMI, a state organization out of Oregon, implements HAZUS outside of HAZUS itself and 
generates a depth damage curve.   

Victor asked if the riverine and coastal impacts were factored into the study.  Seth said that they 
captured the peaks fairly well but not the duration.  Coastal impacts were accounted for using the NOAA 
gage as a boundary condition.   

Siamak thanked Mat and Seth for the presentation. 

6. Work group reports 

Hydrologic Frequency Analysis Work Group (HFAWG)  

Will Thomas provided the report. 

HFAWG completed a major task with the publication of Bulletin 17C.  There are other tasks that HFAWG 
could undertake, such as development of the low-flow frequency guidance.    Will proposed that HFAWG 
be reconstituted with new membership qualified to address the low-flow issue.   

Co-authors of Bulletin 17C presented workshops at EWRI-ASCE and ASFPM annual conferences in June 
2018.  Two more workshops are planned; the FHWA National Hydraulic Engineering Conference in 
Columbus, Ohio in August and the Transportation Research Board Annual Conference in Washington, DC 
in January. 

A full report is included as Attachment 4. 

Extreme Storm Events Work Group (ESEWG) 

Tom Nicholson provided the report. 

The Extreme Rainfall Product Needs Proposal has been sent.  It was submitted to Siamak and Sujay for 
review and approval by the SOH.  The work group has established a special meeting of the ESEWG to go 
through the Extreme Rainfall Product Needs Proposal which is posted on the ACWI/SOH/ESEWG 
Website.   NRC staff will host.  The objective of the public meeting is to brief the SOH members and 
public on the proposal.  The meeting will be on Monday, August 20th from 1-4 pm at NRC Headquarters, 
Rockville, MD.  The meeting will also be available via Webinar.   The meeting agenda, with registration 
information to attend in person or via Webinar, has been posted on the ACWI/SOH/ESEWG Website. 

At the August 20th meeting, ESEWG members will be discussing completing, updating and upgrading 
NOAA Atlas 14; completing the USACE extreme precipitation database and finding a permanent home to 
archive it; updating the HMRs; and developing a national guidance document to review on specific PMP 
studies.  FERC and the State of Colorado will be discussing the national guidance document to review 
site-specific PMPs.   

ESEWG met on May 16th; there was a lively discussion which resulted in some minor edits to the 
proposal.  Tom sent the report to everyone on the ESEWG.  The report also includes the agenda of the 
August 20th meeting for the special briefing to the SOH and the public. 

Robert Mason said that we owe ACWI a presentation on the report.  All members of the SOH should 
review and discuss.  This should be put on the agenda for next time.   



Siamak said that the SOH reviews and approves the proposal, then it goes to ACWI.  Then ESEWG is 
done; the proposal is the final product.   

A full report is included as Attachment 5. 

Satellite Telemetry Interagency Work Group (STIWG) 

LySanias Broyles provided the report. 

STWIG is updating the GOES/DCS white paper to include some additional information on how it provides 
emergency management response for hydrologic events such as floods.  DCS was instrumental in 
providing alerts for the public. 

Earlier this year, STWIG finalized the open DCS support agreement to standardize all the software.  It is 
necessary to find ways to protect ground stations, so that projects such as inundation mapping and 
other applications can continue.  This downlink needs to be preserved with all the new cell tower 
construction. 

Streamflow information consortium 

Mike Woodside was not available, so Robert provided the report.   

The purpose of the collaborative is to advise Mike Woodside.  From the last call, the group is trying to 
identify strategies for increasing streamflow information, whether through USGS or another 
organization; this could include state and local stream gage networks.  For example, WaDE is a data 
sharing network among western states.  The group is talking about expanding the collaborative.  The 
presentation that occurred on July 10th was to develop the discussion. 

Siamak asked if it is it possible to get a written report, namely a work group report for the SOH.  Robert 
said yes. 

Data gaps proposal 

Sujay Kumar provided the report 

Ted Engman is retiring, and the new NASA alternate is Dalia Kirschbaum.  Siamak asked if the data gaps 
group will continue, or should it sunset.  Sujay will get Dalia up to speed and provide a report.  Siamak 
suggested that Sujay report to the SOH by the next meeting if he wants to continue or if he wants the 
group to sunset.    If it will be a work group, then he should put together a proposal. 

Hydrologic Modeling Work Group (HMWG) 

Robert provided a report in Claudia Hoeft’s absence.   

The primary function of the group is supporting the SedHyd conference.  The SOH sponsors that in 
collaboration with the Subcommittee on Sedimentation (SOS).  The group is having regular meetings, 
and several SOH participants have assumed leadership roles.  Chandra Pathak participates, as well as 
other USGS personnel.  A solicitation for papers will be out shortly. 

Tom asked if is there a link that could be put in the minutes.  Robert will send it.  It may not be active 
yet. 



SEDHYD information, provided by Victor, is included as Attachment 6. 

7.  Member business reports 

In the interest of time, member business reports are not presented at the meeting, but are included in 
the meeting summary.   

NRC 

The NRC business report includes information on the four Probabilistic Flood Hazard Assessment 
sessions organized by the NRC at the American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting (Dec 10-14, 2018 in 
Washington DC). Sessions are focused on precipitation, riverine flooding, storm surge, and 
nonstationarity, respectively. 

The full report is included as Attachment 7. 

NOAA 

The NOAA business report includes a link to a new “Turn Around, Don’t Drown” advertisement, as well 
as information on the High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRRv3) model, the assessment of agency 
performance during Hurricane Harvey, the update for several climate outreach materials and fact 
sheets, and plans for another open house at the NOAA Center for Weather and Climate Prediction. 

The full report is included as Attachment 8. 

8. Action items for next meeting 
 

1. ESEWG proposal -   There will be a three-hour meeting on August 20th.  All questions and 
discussions should be concluded by then, and there will be an up or down vote at the meeting. 

2. Data gaps group - Sujay will determine whether they will move forward with a proposal or not. 
3. Low flow group – Julie will make minor changes to the current proposal, and after review it will 

be posted to the website.  They will include representation from the western U.S. 
4. Private members – Robert motions that Siamak will consult with ACWI authorities regarding 

private members.  Brian seconds the motion. 
5. Email lists and roster – Laura and Ashley Roby are working to update the lists.  There will be one 

list for members, and one for guests, friends and associates.  They will consult with Candice 
about setting up a list serve. 

6. Location for next meeting – Siamak will find a location and will communicate with the 
membership. 
 

9. Adjourn 

Martin a motion to adjourn the meeting.  Robert seconded the motion.  The meeting adjourned at 3:06 
pm. 

 

  



Attachment 1 – Roll Call and Represented Member Agencies 

Roll Call 

Name Agency/Group In person/On phone 
Laura Chap Atkins/STARR II In person 
LySanias Broyles USACE On phone 
Ben Pratt* NHWC On phone 
Will Thomas* ASFPM On phone 
Siamak Esfandiary* FEMA In person 
Robert Mason* USGS In person 
Victor Hom* NWS On phone 
Doug Hultstrand Applied Weather Associates On phone 
Thomas Nicholson* NRC On phone 
Mathini Sreetharan* Dewberry In person 
Martin Becker* BECKER On phone 
Brian Beucler* FHWA In person 
Chandra Pathak* USACE On phone 
Seth Lawler Dewberry In person 
Jason Giovannettone Dewberry In person 
Joseph Kanney NRC On phone 
Adrienne Bartlewitz ACWI On phone 
Candice Hopkins ACWI On phone 
Julie Kiang USGS In person 
Sue Lowry  On phone 
William Farmer  On phone 
David Raff* USBR On phone 
Terry Davies* NSF On phone 
Sujay Kumar* NASA On phone 
Dave Goodrich* ARS On phone 
Karen Metchis* USEPA On phone 
Mat Mampara Dewberry In person 

*SOH member (or alternate if member was not present) 

SOH Member Agencies Represented at Meeting 

ASFPM Yes 
USBR Yes 
BECKER Yes 
FEMA Yes 
FERC No 
NSF Yes 
FHWA Yes 
GEC No 
NASA Yes 
NHWC Yes 
USDA - NRCS No 



NWS Yes 
USACE Yes 
USDA - ARS Yes 
USDA - USFS No 
DOI - BLM No 
DOI - OSMRE No 
DOI - USGS Yes 
EPA Yes 
NRC Yes 
TVA No 
Dewberry Yes 

 

  



Attachment 2 – Agenda 

MEETING OF THE 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WATER INFORMATION’S (ACWI) 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HYDROLOGY (SOH) 
12:30 p.m. – 3:30 pm, Eastern Time 

Thursday, July 19, 2018 
 

Location:   In-person meeting at Dewberry Office, 8401 Arlington Boulevard, Fairfax, VA 
22031 

Problems?  Ashley Roby, Office: (240) 616-3746; Siamak Esfandiary, cell: (202) 701-3606 

Meeting Instructions and Resources:  

In the interest of time, we will be using the doodle poll to do our roll-call.  Please register 
before COB on July 18 at https://doodle.com/poll/y9674atmi8cwnv9q 

Call-in and meeting link: 

https://connect.dewberry.com/orion/joinmeeting.do?MTID=7edbce706607589f4f1372dd6af0b501 
 
Access Information 
 
Meeting Number: 998 067 290 
Meeting Password: 1234 
 
Audio Connection 
 
7038490300 (Dewberry) 
 
Access Code: 
998 067 290 
  

Agenda 
 

1. Welcome and Roll-Call (5 mins)                                    Siamak Esfandiary, SOH Members and Guests 
 

2. Approval of the April 19, 2018 Meeting Summary (5 mins)  Laura Chap 
 
3. Status of Action Items from April 19, 2018 Meeting (10 mins)  Laura Chap 
• Dewberry SOH membership email vote 
• Determining a process for other private members 
• Low flow white paper draft comments 
• Membership list clean up 

 
4. New Business/Announcements (45 mins)  Siamak Esfandiary 
• Low flow proposal   Robert Mason 

https://doodle.com/poll/y9674atmi8cwnv9q
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__connect.dewberry.com_orion_joinmeeting.do-3FMTID-3D7edbce706607589f4f1372dd6af0b501&d=DwMFaQ&c=cUkzcZGZt-E3UgRE832-4A&r=yGQO3XB9q6ysGenPsggElf89VNIwtHBeqMOjq0qxjOU&m=OAXnQnz3E42gwweiNBQ8afMFusq1hcrY597bAFBH0eQ&s=JXmQDfVPGiwhUigfzRoIaUvUGXG-Vb_KYLKUWvR8VIg&e=


• ACWI Charter Update   Adrienne Bartlewitz 
 
5. Break (10 min) 

 
6. Featured presentation – Harvey Floodplain Reproduction Study for the City of Houston (25 min) 
     Mat Mampara, Dewberry 
                              
7. SOH Workgroups (30 mins)                                                                                               Siamak Esfandiary 

• HFAWG    Will Thomas 
• ESEWG   Tom Nicholson 
• STIWG   LySanias Broyles 
• Streamflow Info Consortium  Doug Yeskis 
• Data Gaps  Ted Engman     
• HMWG  Claudia Hoeft 

 
 
8. Review Actions and Plans for next SOH meeting (5 mins)                                   Siamak Esfandiary 
 
9. Next Meeting                                                                                            All 
 
11. Meeting Adjourn (Around 3:30 pm) 

 
  

http://acwi.gov/hydrology/Hydro-Modeling/index.html
http://acwi.gov/hydrology/stiwg/index.html
http://acwi.gov/hydrology/Frequency/index.html


Attachment 3 – Dewberry membership votes (it was later determined that this vote was unnecessary 
per the terms of reference) 

Member Agency Vote Comment 

Will Thomas ASFPM YES 

My assumption is that Dewberry (with Mathini and Jason as 
representatives) will be able to meet whatever criteria we 
establish in the future for SOH membership. 

Martin Becker BECKER YES   
Robert Mason USGS YES   

Tom Nicholson NRC NO 

I vote NO to Dewberry being a voting member of SOH.  I vote yes 
to Dewberry being a participating member of SOH without 
voting privileges.  I spoke to my NRC representative alternate 
Chris Cook, NRO/NRC prior to my vote, and we both agree on 
the vote 

Don Woodward GEC YES   
Terry Davies NSF YES   

Steve Yochum USFS NO 

Generally, I am in favor of Dewberry membership. The reason 
for my “no” is that of timing. There is sufficient controversy 
regarding this so that a process should first be developed for 
private organizations to join the SOH before a precedent is set to 
include private membership. Additionally, the SOH Charter not 
including private industry is problematic and may need to be 
corrected. 
Additional comment from Chris Carlson (alternate):  ACWI was 
set up and operates as a FACA.  That legally allows private 
organizations to participate in ACWI operations.  I think it is fair 
to consider potential differences in expectations and 
perceptions between private non-profit organizations and 
private for-profit entities.  There could be some concerns 
regarding fairness with respect to opening up full membership to 
one for-profit entity.  But, that being said, as I understand it 
Dewberry is the only one to apply to date.  I suggest accepting 
them for an interim or observer status while SOH works to clarify 
the terms or reference.   While that is done, consideration could 
be given to how many individual for-profit private sector seats 
might be appropriate and what their status would be on the 
subcommittee. 

Chandra Pathak USACE NO   
Sarah Kreitzer OSMRE YES   

Dave Goodrich 
USDA-
ARS NO 

Primarily due to the concerns regarding the process and 
potential notification or announcement to other possible private 
sector or professional organizations on how to join to avoid the 
appearance of favoritism.  



Victor Hom NOAA   

My take away is that we needed to do the following first: 
  convene an ad hoc group to discuss the SOH requirements for 
any future private sector membership not representing a 
trade/academic group   
The vote on Dewberry's membership should wait.  Regardless of 
vote/non-vote, Dewberry is welcome to participate and dial into 
the SOH meeting's. 

Sujay Kumar NASA YES   
Curtis Jawdy TVA NO   
Siamak 
Esfandiary FEMA YES   

 

  



Attachment 4 – HFAWG Report 

Hydrologic Frequency Analysis Work Group (HFAWG) Report for the Subcommittee on 
Hydrology Meeting on July 19, 2018 

 
The Hydrologic Frequency Analysis Work Group (HFAWG) just completed a major task with the USGS 
publication of Bulletin 17C in March 2018.  There are other tasks that the HFAWG could undertake and 
development of low flow frequency guidance is the highest priority.  A low flow frequency work group 
has been proposed with Julie Kiang as Chair, Will Thomas as Vice Chair and Richard Vogel as the 
Technical Lead.  My recommendation is for the low flow work group activities to be under the HFAWG.  
The concept when HFAWG was formed was that this would be a vehicle for hydrology frequency 
analysis of various hydrologic data, not just flood data.  The HFAWG has a well-established web site with 
a lot of information on flood frequency and information on low flow frequency could be stored on this 
web site as well. 

The concept is that the current HFAWG would be reconstituted with new membership that is qualified 
to address the low flow guidance issue.  Julie Kiang identified potential new members for the low flow 
work group at the Subcommittee on Hydrology meeting on July 19, 2018 when she described the 
proposal for the work group.  The HFAWG may also undertake other activities related to improved flood 
frequency guidelines and that could be a different group under the HFAWG.  The details of how this 
would work need to be determined. 

As part of a continued effort to spread the word about Bulletin 17C, the co-authors presented 
workshops on Bulletin 17C at the following major conferences: 

• EWRI-ASCE Annual Conference in Minneapolis, MN in June 2018, and 
• ASFPM Annual Conference in Phoenix, AZ in June 2018. 

Two more workshops on Bulletin 17C are planned for: 

• FHWA National Hydraulic Engineering Conference in Columbus, OH in August 2018, and 
• Transportation Research Board Annual Conference in Washington, DC in January 2019. 

 

Will Thomas 
Chair of the HFAWG 
July 19, 2018 
 

 

  



Attachment 5 – ESEWG Report (see attached pdf)  



Attachment 6 – SedHyd information (see attached pdf) 

 

  



Attachment 7 – NRC Business Report 

We have organized four Probabilistic Flood Hazard Assessment (PFHA)-related sessions at the 
American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting (Dec10-14, 2018 in Washington DC). Sessions are 
focused on precipitation, riverine flooding, storm surge, and nonstationary, respectively.  

NH029: Recent Advances and Experience in Riverine Probabilistic Flood Hazard Assessment 

Conveners: Meredith Carr (NRC), Joseph Kanney (NRC), Michelle Bensi (UMD), Stephen Breithaupt 
(NRC) 

https://agu.confex.com/agu/fm18/prelim.cgi/Session/51781 

In recent years, the dominant paradigm for design, operation and maintenance of critical 
infrastructure, including water resources infrastructure, has shifted towards reliance on risk-informed 
decision-making.  For critical infrastructure in riverine settings, probabilistic modeling of riverine 
flooding hazards has become an essential tool.  However, thorough and rigorous treatment of 
uncertainty is still lacking in many applications involving probabilistic hazard assessments. 
Therefore, this session seeks submissions describing basic and applied research focused on 
characterizing and quantifying uncertainties in the process of hydrologic and hydraulic modeling of 
riverine flooding hazards.  Efforts to improve treatment of certain aspects of the probabilistic 
modeling enterprise (e.g., rainfall, watershed characteristics, routing, hydraulic parameters), as well 
as improved methods for uncertainty propagation and sensitivity analysis, are sought. 

NH019: Integrated Approaches for Assessing Future Flooding Potential 

Conveners: Joseph Kanney (NRC), Karen Ryberg (USGS), Stephanie Devlin-Gill (NRC), Meredith 
Carr (NRC)  

https://agu.confex.com/agu/fm18/prelim.cgi/Session/52363 

Critical infrastructure such as dams, diversions, power plants, pipelines, etc. must be designed to 
withstand flooding hazards over many decades. Over this period, flooding hazards may change in 
character, frequency or magnitude due to the combined effects of multiple natural and anthropogenic 
factors (e.g., natural climate variability, anthropogenic climate change, changes in population density 
and water use, changes to the built environment). This session seeks submissions describing basic 
and applied research focused on approaches for integrating the various factors that may influence 
the evolution of flooding hazard and risk over multi-decadal time scales. Research that focuses on 
characterization and attribution of nonstationarity in flooding histories that may inform approaches to 
estimation of future floods is also sought. Submissions focused on flooding in either riverine or 
coastal settings (including lakes) are sought. 

NH028: Quantifying Uncertainty in Probabilistic Storm Surge Estimates 

Conveners: Joseph Kanney (NRC), Stephen Breithaupt (NRC), Norberto Nadal-Caraballo (USACE), 
Victor Gonzalez (USACE)  

https://agu.confex.com/agu/fm18/prelim.cgi/Session/52473 

The current state of the art in hurricane storm surge modeling is the use of coupled high-resolution 
hydrodynamic ocean circulation and wave models, both driven by a planetary boundary boundary-
layer model (i.e., wind model) that provides the atmospheric forcing. While based on accepted 
physical processes, there are numerous sources of uncertainty in this approach. Probabilistic storm 
surge models attempt to address these uncertainties, but comprehensive uncertainty quantification 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__agu.confex.com_agu_fm18_prelim.cgi_Session_51781&d=DwMFAg&c=cUkzcZGZt-E3UgRE832-4A&r=yGQO3XB9q6ysGenPsggElf89VNIwtHBeqMOjq0qxjOU&m=zgGOcUtLWKRg3h2R5HckrWUTyOHQWohNCDZfYmjw-mA&s=3EFsZ_VbZUnKnU0CwvmFK9tMK9Jth3-KGOI1_O9Utg8&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__agu.confex.com_agu_fm18_prelim.cgi_Session_52363&d=DwMFAg&c=cUkzcZGZt-E3UgRE832-4A&r=yGQO3XB9q6ysGenPsggElf89VNIwtHBeqMOjq0qxjOU&m=zgGOcUtLWKRg3h2R5HckrWUTyOHQWohNCDZfYmjw-mA&s=pJPToMBvofFG_1CCe0KMw6Xb4Iwcm7phDZt9rGb1dDo&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__agu.confex.com_agu_fm18_prelim.cgi_Session_52473&d=DwMFAg&c=cUkzcZGZt-E3UgRE832-4A&r=yGQO3XB9q6ysGenPsggElf89VNIwtHBeqMOjq0qxjOU&m=zgGOcUtLWKRg3h2R5HckrWUTyOHQWohNCDZfYmjw-mA&s=A4q2y1mmy7Irw67-a9C6e1FGKJvhAUYIidUcX5ErFu8&e=


and sensitivity analysis is still challenging. This session seeks submissions of basic and applied 
research aimed at fully characterizing sources of both aleatory and epistemic uncertainty in storm 
surge models, providing quantified uncertainty accompanying storm surge estimates and sensitivity 
analysis. 

H116: Statistical Characterization and Probabilistic Modeling of Precipitation Variability and 
Extremes Across Multiple Scales 

Conveners:  Giuseppe Mascaro (Arizona State University), Shih-Chieh Kao (ORNL), Elena 
Yegorova (NRC), Ardeshir M Ebtehaj (Univ. of MN Twin Cities)  

https://agu.confex.com/agu/fm18/prelim.cgi/Session/54305 

Quantifying and modeling precipitation variability are crucial to improving water resources 
management, monitoring and prediction of extreme events, hydrologic modeling, and 
infrastructure design. This session welcomes contributions using statistical and/or probabilistic 
methods to quantify and/or model precipitation spatiotemporal variability and associated 
uncertainties across scales, in current and future climate scenarios, as well as studies where 
statistical analyses and modeling of precipitation are guided by better incorporation of physical 
process information. Contributions addressing the following topics are particularly welcome:   

- Assessment of precipitation variability across multiple spatiotemporal scales utilizing different 
precipitation products; 

- Probabilistic modeling of aerial precipitation over watersheds; 

- Statistical characterization and modeling of precipitation extremes; 

- Analysis and/or modeling of precipitation non-stationarity; 

- Downscaling methodologies improving precipitation modeling in complex environments; 

- Identification of climate model limitations in simulating precipitation processes; and 

- Use of climate model outputs and reanalysis products to improve precipitation models. 

Abstract Submission deadline is: 1 August 2018, 11:59 P.M. EDT 

Conference website: https://fallmeeting.agu.org/2018 
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Attachment 8 – NOAA Business Report 

SOH Member Business Reports (July 2018) 
NOAA NWS 

 
Turn Around Don’t Drown (TADD) 
Texas-based Singer/Songwriter Lends Talent to New “Turn Around Don’t Drown” Ditty.  The NOAA NWS transcript 
of Matt Hawk’s interview ( https://www.weather.gov/news/181007-Matt-Hawk-QandA) explains his inspiration for 
his song.  We hope you enjoy this Public Service Announcement and music  videos in English and Spanish 
(https://www.weather.gov/safety/tadd-music-video).  For additional info about TADD, please see 
(http://www.nws.noaa.gov/os/water/tadd/) 
 

Other Stories from NOAA 
In July 2018, the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRRv3) is being implemented at the National Centers for 
Environmental Prediction (NCEP).  HRRR is a NOAA real-time 3-km resolution, hourly updated, cloud-resolving, 
convection-allowing atmospheric model, initialized by 3km grids with 3km radar assimilation.  Radar data is 
assimilated in the HRRR every 15 min over a 1-h period adding further detail to that provided by the hourly data 
assimilation from the 13km radar-enhanced Rapid Refresh (RAP).  This new version is expected to provide 
improved mesoscale environment for convective storms and clouds, less high precipitation bias for warm-season 
and cold-season precipitation, improved 2m temps in winter including over snow cover, and addition of Alaska into 
the modeling domain.  The following presentation shows some of the enhancements.  For a glimpse at the HRRR, 
an experimental HRRRv3 has been running at NOAA/ESRL/GSD as a real-time demonstration.  The National Water 
Model ingests forcing from a variety of sources, such as the HRRR and RAP. 
 
The National Weather Service completed an assessment of agency performance for last year's historic Hurricane 
Harvey.  Hurricane Harvey was broad tests of NWS's strategic emphasis on coordination and collaboration within a 
fully integrated field structure as part of evolving the NWS.  The unified performance of National Centers, Weather 
Forecast Offices, River Forecast Centers, and Regional Operations Centers serves as an encouraging benchmark for 
the progress NWS has made toward its goal of fully supporting a Weather-Ready Nation.   The Service Assessment 
is now official available.  One of the challenges in 2017 involved the rapid intensification of Hurricanes, which 
reduces the window time of emergency response.  NOAA offices are working on a number of identified best 
practices and areas for improvement due to the active 2017 Hurricane Season. 
 
The Analyze, Forecast, and Support Office (AFSO) Climate Services Branch (CSB) helps provide climate outreach 
materials to support NWS climate outreach activities.  Recently, CSB updated several fact sheets, which could be of 
interest to the SOH membership: 1) Climate Basics...Climate Really Can Be Elementary! , 2) What is El Niño and La 
Niña?, 3) Drought, 4) NOAA Online Weather Data, and 5) ASOS and Climate Observations.   With the 4th National 
Climate Assessment (NCA4) to be released in late 2018, CSB put together the following information sheet on the 
U.S. Global Change Research Program efforts.  Sections of NCA4, such as Changing Climate, Extreme Weather, and 
Water Supply, could be of interest to SOH and its workgroups.  Other NOAA offices, such as National Centers for 
Environmental Information , are also important contributor and facilitator of these assessments. 
 
Last fall,   NOAA Center for Weather and Climate Prediction (NCWCP) held an open house in September for tours 
of this world class facility in College Park, Maryland.  NOAA is working on plans to host another one in September, 
but the official announcement has not been issued.  Please stay tune and check out the following webpage. 
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